**INTRODUCTION:** Facial paralysis(FP) affects the social life of patients as a result of dynamic and static asymmetries.^1^ The aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of Botulinum Toxin-A(BTX-A) treatment for facial asymmetries and its long-term sequelae.

**METHODS:** Sixteen patients with unilateral FP who treated with BTX-A were included in this study. Before injection, patient's medical records were reviewed for age, sex, etiology and previous treatment. BTX-A was made for the overactive muscle group on the non-paralyzed side(nps) in all patients; the oculo-oral synkinesis, periocular spasm and mental spasm with dimple on the paralyzed side(ps) in three, two and two patients, respectively. Each injected dose was noted. Synkinesis and facial expressions during resting and voluntary movement of the patients were evaluated with Sunnybrook Facial Grading System(SFGS)^2^ and recorded with digital imagings before and 1,3,6 months after the BTX-A injection. Additional doses were given to 5 patients whose asymmetries appeared slightly at 18 weeks in the last two sessions. Visual Analogue Scale(VAS) was used for evaluating of patient satisfaction who were given additional doses or not at third and sixthmonth.

**RESULTS:** Ten of the patients were men, six women. Ages of them ranged from 12 to 44 years (mean 27,1). The most common etiology was trauma. In total, 56 sessions of injections were made into 16 patients and ten of them was additional doses. The injected doses were betwen form 16 to 44IU(mean 28IU) on NPS, 4 to 16IU(mean 7IU) on PS. Additional doses were one-third of the current doses. After BTX-A injection, there was a significant improvement of asymmetries and sequelae in both SFGS and digital imaging during the first 3 months. While this improvement and STSG scores nearly returned to pre-injection values at six months in patients without additional doses, continued in patients with additional doses. Patient satisfaction was higher in patients witha dditional doses at the sixth months according to VAS.

**CONCLUSION:** The purpose of the unilateral FP is to reduce spasms and synkinesis on PS and muscular activity on NPS and to equalize each other to obtain facial symmetry at rest and during facial expressions.^3,4^ In this study, asymmetry and sequelae of facial paralysis were treated and this symmetry was maintained with an additional doses.
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